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About This Game

Hellbound is a First Person Shooter game in the vein of the classics DOOM, Quake, Duke Nukem 3D, Blood and many others.

It's GROTESQUE! Focused in action, speed and gore.

In this Survival Mode version you fight against hordes of enemies in a small island until you're done.

We're working on the Single Player Campaign! You can pre-order it at our official website, and also get your place inside The
Heroes' Cemetery ->
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Title: Hellbound: Survival Mode
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Saibot Studios
Publisher:
Saibot Studios
Release Date: 9 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and later

Processor: MD Phenom II X4-945 / Intel Core 2 Quad 6600

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD R7 240 GB / Nvidia GT 730 2GB / Intel HD 530

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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Winds of Change - Voice Acting Stretch Goals:

We've added voice acting to our list of stretch goals on Kickstarter!
Voice acting has been one of the most requested features.
You can hear a demo reel of what we have in mind here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2alz23oCxcM

With community support -- we can make this feature a reality!
However, it will take great effort and unity to reach these goals.

Please lend your support to the Kickstarter, or share it with friends!
It's been a tremendous success, and now we can make it even better.

Click HERE to visit the Kickstarter!. Get Grave Danger for free on Brightlocker:
Register and do a couple simple steps on the site and get a copy of Grave Danger for FREE! This deal is only valid up until
January 25th 2018.

Greetings,
We have some big news today regarding a new release and information on brightlocker, a cool new platform for indie games.
Without further ado let us begin!

Brightlocker News. UPDATE [17/10/2017]:
[Corrections]
1) Fixed a bug when the report button was not displayed.
2) Fixed a bug when more than the maximum number of cartridges could fit into gun's mag.
3) Fixed a bug when the player could get up from the lying position inside the objects.
4) Fixed the item dupe with backpacks and containers #2.
5) Fixed a bug when players could accidentally get into a private room.
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6) Fixed some cases when NPCs approached a parked car, and a collision was triggered.
7) Fixed a bug when you could kill the traders.
8) Fixed a bug when an invisible bear could attack the player.
9) Fixed a bug when entering a message in a chat could stop after switching between windows and by pressing any button in the
chat a default message was sent.
10) Fixed a bug when the text entered in the chat was sent when the ESC button was pressed.
11) Fixed a bug when the volume of music was not loaded from the settings after returning to the main menu.
12) Fixed a bug when you could use vitamins endlessly in the Bunker and pump a skill.
13) Fixed a bug when the message "Safe Zone" could stay after a respawn character.
14) Fixed a bug when the report button moving from screen.

[Innovations / Changes]
1) Updated the menu scene.
2) Improved the shooting system, you won't see the prohibition sign in narrow spaces and aiming at point-blank range any more.
3) Now it is necessary to cause real damage to other players, NPCs or animals for pumping skills of the weapon branch.
4) Added display of the shooting mode next to the number of cartridges.
5) Now, after the death of your character, a tag will be displayed on the map.
6) The "Developers and partners" window has been added to the game menu.
7) Added chat channels: Near (within a radius of 50 meters), General, Group, Fraction. To switch the channel, press Tab in the
message input mode.
8) The "Statistics" window has been added to the pause menu.
9) For the "Single" and "PVE" modes, the timer is removed to exit the game.
10) Added a car system respawn.
11) Now, when locking the car the door and the trunk are blocked.
12) Added a new model of the car - PAZ-672.
13) Increased the time of NPC respawn.
14) Added the ability to change from place to place without leaving the car.
15) Now traders in settlements are available even during an alarm.
16) Increased the damage from grenades on cars. Now it's two times stronger.
17) Added the ability to set a tag on the map both locally for the player and group (only the leader can put a tag for the group).
18) Added a chat command to display a list of all available commands: /commands or /help.
19) Improved grass lighting at the shader level.. Update : Room Corruption Fixed and Hand Only:
- Only hands are displayed.
- Breaches are more visible on rooftops.
- Weapons are hold correclty on body.
- Rooms don't get corrupted anymore.. OneShot Now Available on macOS!:
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Great news Mac users! OneShot is now available on macOS. We've gone to great lengths to make sure the game plays as close to
the Windows version as possible. Thanks again for everyone's patience during the long development. For those who waited, we
think it will be worth it!

Big thanks to Vinyl Darkscratch-Kazotetsu from  Gooborg Studios[www.gooborg.com]for coding the port. Also thanks to
testers Popkirby and Pokedart9001.

The Linux version is also in development and should be available in the near future!. Dog couple 6 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1051984/Dog_couple_6/. SPACE TYRANT IS OUT TODAY!!!:

Hey Slayaway Camp fans! We're so pumped to tell you that our good friends in the Seattle Blue Wizard studio have released the
game they've been toiling over for what seems like 1000 years: SPACE TYRANT.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/562230/Space_Tyrant/

For the cold, calculated thinkers of Slayaway Camp, the only logical next-step to terrorizing a lakeside campground is to
conquer all of space with an iron fist and powered up laser gun. Space Tyrant is a hilarious fast paced space strategy game that is
designed to be played in quick sessions.

It's out on the Steam store today with a 20% launch discount, and even features a couple familiar faces!
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Spread the Word!. The passage of history:
Hello dears!
We offer you to go through the history of a young student in our Institute in the second year.
We wish You a pleasant game.
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